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1. INTRODUCTION 
Generalized measure spaces, first introduced by Suppes [lo], have now 
been studied by several authors [2-6,9, 10, 123. There are applications of 
this subject for quantum mechanics, elementary length physics, pattern 
recognition, and computer science [6]. A generalized measure space 
(GMS) is a triplet (Q, ‘3, p), where W is a o-class (or Dynkin system) of 
subsets of s2, that is, 
(i) QEV 
(ii) if A E V, then A” E %Z (where A’ is the complement of A), 
(iii) if A!E W are mutually disjoint, then U Aim %?, i = 1, 2,...; 
n is a measure on ‘%:, that is, a nonnegative set function such that ~(4) = 0 
and pL(u Ai) = C p(A;) if Ai are mutually disjoint elements of W. 
For an example of a o-class which is not a a-algebra, let 1” > 0 and let n 
be a positive integer. Then the collection of measurable subsets of the inter- 
val [0, nn] whose Lebesgue measures are an integer multiple of I forms a 
o-class. This is an example of an elementary length space [2, 51 and i 
represents the elementary length. For another example, we consider 
axiomatic quantum mechanics. In the quantum logic approch [7,8, 111, 
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the quantum propositions are represented by elements of a a-orthomodular 
poset P and the states are represented by probability measures on P. A 
state is dispersion-free if its only values are 0 and 1. It is shown in [4] that 
P is isomorphic to a a-class if and only if the set of dispersion-free states on 
P is order determining. This result has implications to “hidden variable” 
theories in quantum mechanics. 
Let (Q, %‘, ,u) be a GMS and let 93 be the Bore1 a-algebra on R. A 
function f: 52 + R is measurable if F(f) = f - ‘(a) is a sub a-algebra of 9?. 
Then (Q, F(f), ,u) is a measure space, and Jf dp is defined in the usual 
way. Two functionsf; g are compatible if they are measurable with respect 
to a common sub-a-algebra of V. 
A fundamental result in classical integration theory is that the sum of 
two measurable functions is measurable and the integral is additive on the 
sum. It is shown in [4] that the sum of two measurable functions in a 
GMS need not be measurable. However, if the sum is measurable (the 
functions are then said to be summable), the author asked if it follows that 
the integral must be additive on the sum. A counterexample is given in 
[6, 121 which answers this question negatively. While this counterexample 
is not complicated, the idea which makes it work requires the functions to 
be nonsimple (have an infinite number of values). It is therefore of interest 
to inquire whether the integral is additive on simple summable functions. 
The answer to this question could also be important in applications [4, 51. 
This paper answers this question positively. 
These results indicate a major difference between classical and 
generalized measure theory. In the classical theory, the standard proof of 
the additivity of the integral establishes that result for simple functions and 
then passes to the general case via the limit. In a GMS, the integral is 
additive on simple summable functions but this does not extend to the 
general case. In classical theory the proof of the additivity of the integral on 
simple functions is quite elementary. This same question in a GMS has 
proved to be much more difficult, and investigation has led the authors to 
some fascinating combinatorial patterns. 
Our additivity result is, in a certain sense, analogous to an important 
result due to Gleason [ 11. This result states that corresponding to any 
probability measure ~1 on the lattice L of orthogonal projections on a 
separable Hilbert space H (dim H > 2) there exists a unique positive trace 
class operator T on H such that p(P) = tr(TP) for all P E L. In this context, 
which is important in quantum mechanics, self-adjoint operators corre- 
spond to quantum mechanical observables. If A is a self-adjoint operator 
with spectral resolution P”(.), the integral (or expectation) of A relative to 
p is 
z,(A) = j- M-f’A(d~)l. 
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Now let A and B be bounded self-adjoint operators (we consider bounded 
operators to avoid tedious domain problems). Then A + B is self-adjoint 
and we ask whether the integral I,, is additive; that is, does 
= Z,(A) + I,(B). 
It follows from Gleason’s theorem that the answer is yes. Indeed, 
Z,(A + B) = tr[ T(A + B)] = tr( TA) + tr( TB) = I,(A) + Z,(B). 
Conversely, one can show that if Z, is. additive, then Gleason’s theorem 
follows fairly easily. 
The additivity result presented here is in two parts. First the result is 
established for a special case, using combinatorial arguments. Second, 
using a limiting procedure, the special case is shown to imply the general 
result. 
2. SPECIAL CASE 
Let f, g be simple summable functions on a GMS (Q, V, CL), each of 
which assumes the N values, 0, 1, 2 ,..., N- 1. It follows that Ri= {f=i}, 
c, = { g = j}, i, j = 0 )...) N- 1, and D,= {f+ g=t), t=O, l,..., 2N-2, are 
measurable sets of %?. Letting ri = p(Ri), c, = ,u(C,), and d, = p(J),), clearly 
C li = C cj = C d, = p(Q). The question of interest is what further restric- 
tions does the structure of the o-class impose on these measures. 
Specifically, must 
c ir, + 1 jcj = 1 td, 
This equation (equivalent to f f dp + j g dp = j (f + g) dp) we call the 
additivity equation. 
The choice of notation for Ri, C,, and D, is deliberate as these constructs 
can be effectively modeled with the N rows, N columns, and 2N - 1 lower 
left to upper right diagonals of an N x N matrix. For later reference, let 
B,= (f= i, g = j}, which coresponds to the i, jth block of Q. Of course, 
B, need not be in V. Consider the a-class generated by the collection 
9= {Ri, C,, D,: i, j=O ,..., N- 1, t = o,..., 2N- 1). Without loss of 
generality we will henceforth call this a-class %?. 
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In the sequel, 0 <p < 1 will be a fixed irrational number and 1 will be a 
variable in the interval [0, 1 J. Define the sequence 
q(A) = C$ + PI, j = 0, l,..., 
where [ ] is the greatest integer part function. Each 1 E [0, 1 ] determines a 
subset SA of s1 which is defined as 
where 0 ,< i, j < N - 1 are such that 
n,(A) + n,(A) > n,(A) + ni+ j-,(n) 
for some O<s<i+j. 
LEMMA 1. For fixed t and 1, the set 
(n,(l.) + n,_i(l): i = 0, l,..., t) 
consists either of a single integer or two consecutive integers. 
Proof There exit numbers 0 < 6[, C$ < 1 such that 
n,(/z)+n,-,(A)= [i;l+/?]+ [(t-i)l+j3] 
=(il+/3)-61+(t-i)/Z+~-S2=t~+2/?-(61+82). 
Hence, for every i= O,..., t, n,(l) +n,-;(A) is an integer in the interval 
(tA. + 2/I - 2, tA + 283 and this interval contains only two integers. 1 
LEMMA 2. (a) For fixed ,I E [0, 11, at most one number in the sequence 
ji+p,j=o, I)...) is an integer. (b) As 1 increases from 0 to 1, the sequence 
tnjCo)) = Co, O, Of...) 
monotonically increases to the sequence 
(n,(l)) = (0, 1,2,...) 
and precisely one of the integers in a sequence increases by 1 with each 
sequence change. 
ProoJ: (a) Suppose j, A+ fl = n, and j,ll + /I = n2, where j, # jz and 
n 1, n, are integers. Then 
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which contradicts the fact that /3 is irrational. (b) As I increases, the terms 
of the sequence (+A)) remain constant until one of the numbers jI. -t /I 
becomes an integer. This terms then increases by 1 and by part (a) is the 
only term that does so. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let O<,I< 1 and assume (n,(A)) # (nj(l)). Strictly increase A. 
until exactly one of the numbers, say j,n + /?, j, < N - 1, becomes an integer. 
Call the J. at which this occurs, I,,. Then Si, can be constructed from Sk by 
the following sequence of set operations. 
(1) Disjoint union with C,,. 
(2) Proper subtraction of D,. 
(3) Disjoint union with R,,. 
(4) Proper subtraction of all possible D,‘s. 
Proof: By the choice of &, we have 
Cjd + PI = Cj& + PI - 1 
[jJu+Pl= [j&+81 for all j# j,. 
(1) 
(2) 
Applying Lemma 1, for s # j, we have 
2[j,&+/?]-2< [s&+/3]+ [(2j,-s)&+Bl. 
Hence, from (1) and (2) we obtain 
2[j,l+ /?] < [IsA + fi] + [(2j, - s)A + /?I. (3) 
Similarly from Lemma 1, for j # jO, we have 
Cj& + Bl + lIjo& + PI - 1< C& + PI + [(j + j, - s) A0 + PI. 
Hence, from (1) and (2) we obtain 
Cj~+Pl+Cj,~+816Cs~+Pl+C(j+j,-s)~+~l. (4) 
Now (3) and (4) show that Sn has the proper configuration for the 
specified set operations to be performed. Specifically, (3) shows that 
D2jo - B,,,,, E sA, B,o,jo A SA = 0. 
This and (4) show that 
C,,nS,= Rj,nSsl=@. 
An examination of the diagonal sets shows that S,, is the set that results 
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from applying the specified set operations to S1. First consider D,. From 
Lemma 1 and (3), for s # j,, we have 
Hence, from (1) we obtain 
2[j,R,+/3]- 1= [s&+8]+ [(2j,-s)n,+p]. 
Therefore, B,,, i0 E SAO, while 
This corresponds to the configuration of D, after the set operations have 
been applied. Note than when D, is the degenerate diagonal consisting 
only of B,,jo, DzjO is removed in Step 4. However, in this case, 
D,,n S,, = 0, since there are no other values with which to compare 
2[j,& + p] (see definition of S,), and the same conclusion applies. 
Second, consider 0, + ,o, for j# jO, and use (4) again: 
(i) Suppose th ere is at least one s, s # jO, such that equality holds in 
[4]. After the increase to i,, 
does not change, while 
Hence, 
This corresponds exactly to the configuration of a diagonal which would 
not be removed in Step 4. 
(ii) Otherwise 
for all s #j,. When ,? is increased to A,, all of the values [s& + p] + 
[(j + j, - s) /2, + 81, including s = jO, are equal. Hence, Dj+ jO n S,, = 0. 
This corresponds exactly to a diagonal which would be removed in 
Step 4. 1 
COROLLARY. BA E %T if and only if B,, E 9?. 
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LEMMA 4. For f and g defined above, we have 
if&+j g&=j(f+ g)dl*. 
ProoJ: Since 
(n,(l)) = (0, 1, L.) 
it is easy to check that S,= S, = a. Lemma 3 shows that by letting A 
increase in a finite sequence of prescribed steps from 0 to 1, S1 can be con- 
structed from So by adjoining row and column sets, and deleting diagonal 
sets. Each time the jth element of (no(n), nl(;l),...) increases by 1, C, is 
adjoined. Since nj(0) = 0 and nj( 1) = j; C, is adjoined j times. A similar 
count shows that Ri is adjoined i times. We next show that D, is deleted t 
times. Note that D, = U Bi,,, where i+j=t, O<i, j<N-1. Now Bj,jis 
adjoined i times as a subset of R, and j times as a subset of C,. Since 
S, = 121, B, must be deleted i+ j= t times. Since the only way it can be 
deleted is as a subset of D,, D, must be deleted t times. It follows that 
O=,u(SI)=~iri+~ jc,-1 td,. 1 
3. MAIN RESULT 
We now use the special case proved in Lemma 4 to prove the result for 
arbitrary summable simple functions. But first we need 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a k x k matrix with rational entries and let 
y = (YI ,..., yk)e Rk satisfy Ay =O. Then for any E >O, there exists a 
z=(zl ,..., zk) such that Az=O, z,are rational, and (zi- yi( <E, i= l,..., k. 
Proof. Let Qk be the vector space of rational k-tuples. Then A defines a 
linear operator A’ on Qk. Since rank(A) equals the number of linearly 
independent columns of A, rank(A) = rank(A’). It follows that 
dim q(A) = dim q(A’). Let e,,..., e, be a basis for ?(A’). Then e ,,..., e, is a 
basis for q(A). Hence, q(A’) is dense in q(A). Thus, for any E >O, if 
(y, ,..., yk)ev(A), there exists a (z ,,..., zk)E q(A’) such that Iz,- yjl <E, 
i = l,..., k. m 
COROLLARY. Suppose y,,..., yk are real numbers that satisfy a SySttWI of 
homogeneous linear equations having rational coefficients. Then for any 
E > 0, there exist rational numbers z, ,..., zk which satisfy the same system of 
equations and /zi - y,[ < E, i = l,..., k. 
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THEOREM 6. If f and g are summable simple functions, then 
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 4 it was not assumed that all the Ri, Cj, 
and D, were nonempty. Thus the result holds if f and g have any 
nonnegative integer values. If a is constant, it is clear that 
j(a+S)&=ja&+jf&. H ence, the result holds if f and g have any 
integer values. Now suppose f and g have rational values. Then there exists 
a constant b # 0 such that bf and bg have integer values. Then 
=-- ;~b(f+ddli=~(i+d&. 
Hence, the result holds iffand g have rational values. Finally, suppose that 
fand g have arbitrary distinct real values al,..., a,, and /3,,..., fl, (there is no 
loss of generality in assuming that they have the same number of values). 
There may be indices i # k, j # m such that 
ai+Pj-a,-a,=O. 
Let S be the system of all such equations. Choose an E > 0 such that 
E< ICV-ajl, IBj-bjl, Iai+Bj-%-Bml 
for all i, j, k, m for which the terms on the right of the inequality are non- 
zero. Applying the previous corollary, there exist rationals pi, qi, i= l,..., n, 
which satisfy S and [a,- pi(, (pi- qJ <z/4, i= l,..., n. If a, + /?,- ak - 
B,,, # 0, then pi + qi - pk - q, # 0. Indeed, if pi + q/- - pk - qm = 0, then 
= l(ai - Pi) + W, - 4j) - (ak - Pk) - (Pm - qm)l 
G lai-Pil+ IBj-qjl+ h- Pkl+ IB,-4,1 <E. 
This gives a contradiction. 
Definef,,g,byf,(w)=~~iff(w)=a;andg,(w)=q~ifg(w)=p,.Because 
of the above inequalities, the pi’s are distinct and so are the q,‘s. It follows 
that 
{ g = ai} = ( gi = qi}, i = l,..., n. 
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Our work in the previous paragraph shows that 
Since fi and g, are summable simple functions with rational values, we 
have 
where the sum on the right of the equality is over the distinct pi + q,. We 
then obtain 
Cai~{f=ai}+CPi~L(g=Bi}-C(a;+Pj)~{f+g=ai+Bj) 
GC INi-Pil cL{f=aj>+C IPi-9il P{g=PiI 
+Clai+Pj-Pi-qjl PL(f+g=at+Bj) 
6 w(Q). 
Letting E --) 0 completes the proof. 1 
4. EXAMPLE 
We have shown that the generalized integral is additive on two sum- 
mable simple functions. What about three summable simple functions? If 
f, , f2, and f3 are summable simple functions and f, + f* + f3 is measurable, 
then is 
The following example shows that in general the answer is negative. 
Let 52 = { 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6) and let V be the o-class consisting of the subsets 
$3, Q, (4 2, 31, (4, 5, 61, { 1, 2941, (3, 5, 61, { 1, 3,617 (294, 5}, (1,4,6}, 
(2, 3, 5). Define the measure p on V by 
PW)=PL({~, 2,3))=~((1,2,4))=11((1,3,6))=~(12,3,5))= 1, 
and p is zero on the other sets, Let j”r , f2, and f3 be the characteristic 
functions of { 1, 4,6}, (3, 5, 61, and { 2,4, 5 }, respectively. Then fi ,f2, f3 
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are measurable functions. Also, f = fi + f2 +f3 is measurable, since 
f-1((l})={l,2,3},f-1((2))={4,5,6}. Now 
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